Mechanisms of Cellular Avidity Regulation in CD2-CD58-Mediated T Cell Adhesion.
The CD2 receptor on T lymphocytes is essential for T cell adhesion and stimulation by antigen presenting cells (APCs). Blockade of CD2 function is immunosuppressive in both model systems and humans, indicating the importance of CD2 for the cellular immune response. Although the affinity of the molecular interaction between CD2 and its counter-receptor, CD58, is relatively low when measured in solution, this interaction mediates tight adhesion within the 2D cell-cell interface. To understand the mechanisms responsible for regulating the avidity of the CD2-CD58 interaction, we measured the number, affinity, and lateral mobility of CD2 molecules on resting and activated T cells. Cell activation caused a 1.5-fold increase in the number of CD2 sites on the cell surface, and the 2D affinity of CD2 for CD58 increased by 2.5-fold. The combination of T cell activation and CD2 ligation to CD58 decreased the laterally mobile fraction of the ligated CD2. Together, these changes would substantially enhance CD2 avidity and strengthen T cell-APC adhesion. The change in CD2 mobile fraction suggests that the cell uses cytoskeletal regulators to immobilize the receptor selectively at the site of contact with surfaces expressing CD58. Our observations are consistent with a model in which T cell activation initially induces increased CD2 2D affinity, cell surface receptor expression, and lateral mobility, allowing the CD2 molecules to diffuse to sites of contact with CD58-bearing APCs. Subsequently, T cell activation causes the CD58-bound CD2 to be recognized and immobilized at sites of cell-cell contact, thereby strengthening T cell-APC adhesion.